
                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 

                    
 

1. What draws you to an icon?   

 

 

2. What are your first impressions when you look at an icon? 

 

 

3. What are some of the features depicted in an icon that you do not understand? 
 
 

4. Compare the Pantocrator icon to the image of the Sacred Heart.  What are some 

differences that you notice? 
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“Not my will but yours be done.” Lk 22:42 
 www.tasteprogram.com Called according To 

HIS Purpose! 



Lesson #3 – ICONS, the Imago Dei 
Icon from Greek eikenai, meaning “image.” 

 Purpose is to communicate the word of God and deepen the daily prayer life of a 

Christian 

 Icons are prayed to as if they were the person they represent 

 Iconoclasm - condemnation of icons as symbols of idolatry 

 God took on human flesh (Incarnation) and became visible, we can depict Him 

 icon is not an end in itself, but a window through which we look with our physical 

eyes at the Kingdom of Heaven and the realm of spiritual experience 

 icon is concerned only with the sacred; the icon is theology/gospel in images and 

color 

 methods used by iconography for pointing to the Kingdom of God can only be 

figurative, symbolic 

 first icon, the MANDYLION or The Holy Napkin; in the West known as Veronica’s 

Veil 

 transport us into the realm of spiritual experience, beyond material world, shows 
the divine reality that is invisible to us 

 is not a sentimental piece; no drama or emotions in an icon; they are “silent” 

 not 3-dimensional; perspective does not exist in an icon 

 is not an artistic representation, rather a prototype 

 tend to avoid non-realist symbols, i.e. Sacred Heart in western art 

 acceptable symbols include text, halos indicating holiness, and a hand-gesture 

 No smiling in icons; continual grieving over our sins that leads to purification 

 Dispassion is a peaceful condition of the soul that indicates a heavenly state 

 Emotion can be depicted in bodily gestures, in colors used, or in the eyes 

 In icon, Christ is “looking at us”; reminded that Christ is always present and looking 

at us.  

 To see any sadness in their gaze is a reminder of their love for us should spur 

toward  repentance and sorrow over sin 

 Icon is holy if:  depicts Jesus Christ, the Trinity, Holy Angels, Saints, or holy objects, 

e.g. the Cross, Bible 

 Must not be made from human imagination, but be accurate 

 Icons seek to present Jesus’ true nature as God-man, not an accurate physical 

appearance of the man, Jesus 

 For an icon to be considered holy it must be of a holy thing or person, and be a true 

image of that holy thing or person. 

 


